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The Musée de la Gaspésie is a regional museum opens all year that promotes the history and the cultural heritage of the 
Gaspe Peninsula through multiple activities. It also houses an archives center and publishes the Magazine Gaspésie, dean 
of history magazines in Quebec. For more information, please visit the website at museedelagaspesie.ca 

 

 
L’Anse-à-Valleau, 1954. 

Photograph © Raymond Jacobs Photography LLC, 2019. 
All right reserved. 

 

Raymond Jacobs – Gaspésie, 1954 
An exhibition of previously unseen photographs 

 

 

Gaspé, Thursday October 17, 2019 – The Musée de la Gaspésie has the great pleasure of presenting 
Raymond Jacobs – Gaspésie, 1954, an exhibition of 39 photographs presented exclusively at the 
Musée and never before shown in Canada. Seen through the eye of seminal New York photographer 
Raymond Jacobs, these landscapes, portraits, and scenes of life take us to the heart of the Gaspésie 
in the mid-1950s and possess both significant historical value and an unparalleled photographic 
aesthetic. The exhibition is presented from October 17 2019 to October 4 2020, at the Musée de la 
Gaspésie. 
 

Powerful images 
Renowned for creating illuminating documentary 
photographs, Jacobs immortalizes both the hard 
work of Gaspé families and the area’s grandiose 
maritime landscape. From L'Anse-à-Valleau to 
Percé, the larger-than-life characters seemingly 
come alive through Jacobs’s photographs. "These 
photos are true historical chronicles, a striking 
reminder of what life was for most Gaspésiens of 
yesteryear. They are also very touching. Despite 
the harshness of the time, we feel great freedom,” 
explains Vicky Boulay, in charge of the exhibition 
at the Musée de la Gaspésie.  
 

Traveling in their convertible car, Raymond and his wife Eleanor embarked on an adventure from New 
York City to the Gaspé Peninsula in 1954. Still today, Mrs. Jacobs remembers the beauty of the coast, 
the difficult economic situation of the people, and the friendship and curiosity that they showed them. 
“It’s an honor to have Raymond’s work exhibited at the Musée de la Gaspésie. This was one of our 
most memorable trips together and one of Raymond’s favorite photographic experiences, which I 
believe truly comes through in these photographs.” says Eleanor Jacobs. “To be able to come back to 
the Gaspé Peninsula at my age, and for the first time since 1954, to attend the opening of this 
exhibition with our two daughters is going to be absolutely amazing!”  
 

Photo Journalist 
Raymond Jacobs (1923-1993) is most well known for his 1950's and 1960's reportage photographs of 
New York City street scenes and for his portraits of notable subjects including Louis Armstrong, Gloria 
Swanson, Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Salvador Dali, Earth Kitt, Robert F. Kennedy, Sammy Davis Jr., and 
Billie Holiday. Mr. Jacobs' photographs have been exhibited extensively and are in the permanent 
collection of the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), New York. Jacobs also had a successful career as a 
commercial photographer, creating advertising campaigns for IBM, Pan Am, Campbell and many 
others. His work has been published in numerous magazines including Esquire, Harper’s Bazaar and 
Fortune. With his wife Eleanor, Jacobs also popularized Earth Shoes, a counter-culture symbol of the 
1970s. 
 
Exhibition curated and produced by Vicky Boulay, Musée de la Gaspésie, and Jesse Blatt, The J. Blatt Agency, New 
York, in collaboration with The Estate of Raymond Jacobs. The prints in this exhibition are Selenium toned Gelatin 
Silver prints, produced from the original negatives. Printed by John Delaney, Delaney Fine B+W Prints Inc. 
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 Raymond and Eleanor Jacobs in New  
 England, en route to Canada, 1954. 
 Photograph © Raymond Jacobs  
 Photography LLC, 2019. All right reserved. 

 

OUR TRIP TO GASPÉ PENINSULA, 1954 
By Eleanor Cohen Jacobs (February, 2019) 

 

 

Raymond and I met in the summer of 1953. When I first saw his black-and-white photographs I knew I 
would fall in love with him. He showed me his prints of people from all walks of life: Coney Island, 
Broadway, Harlem, jazz clubs - photographs so strong they blew my mind. I had never seen anything 
like these before. I thought, "This is no ordinary guy. This man has an intense sensitivity and poignant 
view of life, even at its grittiest." There were many other reasons why I fell in love with Raymond, 
including that he was an adventurer and loved to travel to yet-to-be-discovered places.  

 
In the summer of 1954, Raymond suggested we go on a trip 
that would be both fun and to a place where he could 
photograph. We decided to head to Quebec, but had no real 
itinerary and ended up traveling on to the Gaspé Peninsula. 
 
Raymond had purchased a 1947 convertible Packard for $100 
for our transportation. He loved the outdoors so he decided 
we would go camping and use a pup tent as our sleeping 
quarters. We were all geared up with former U.S. Army 
equipment like sleeping bags and plastic dishes.  
 
Our first stop along the St. Lawrence River was where we set 
up camp. I mention this because I was far from a camping 
kind-of girl. I didn't need luxury quarters, but an indoor room in 
a motel with a bed would have done! Raymond was a big guy, 
6 foot 1, and I was a normal-size young woman. We crawled 
into the tent, and into our separate sleeping bags and now I 
can say it - I was totally miserable. Not Raymond. He kept 
telling me he slept in worse conditions in the U.S. Army Signal 
Corps when he was stationed in France and Germany in the 
'40's.  And he loved it! 
 

As darkness set in we looked through the small window flap, out to the river, and were astonished to 
see that it was all lit up. “What's that?” Did certain fish illuminate at night? It was quite beautiful to 
observe, but also a little scary. Suddenly, we heard voices and a crowd appeared outside of our tent, 
yelling at us in French. “Get out quickly. There’s a forest fire all around you and it’s headed for your 
tent!” Fortunately, Raymond's service in France gave him enough understanding of the language to 
get us moving, pronto. Fish were not lighting up the water; the fire was reflecting off the river! 
 
The people were very friendly and one man suggested we go to his place. It turns out he was the 
Mayor of the town, who spoke no English. We sat in his living room facing him and a group of other 
folks who asked us questions about where we were from and why we were there. Then, as he looked 
closely at Raymond, the Mayor said, "You look like the Jew I buy my suits from in Montreal." It was 
just a statement, nothing hostile in his tone. We confirmed his comment: “Yes, Mr. Mayor, we are 
Jews.” Lots of greetings, friendly smiles, handshaking, ‘glad to meet you’ kind-of-comments followed, 
including overhearing, "I never met a Jew before." All okay. The subject was changed and we sat and 
talked through night. We were given a nice breakfast in the morning and then off we went, headed 
north on an unpaved road.  
 
The top of the Packard Convertible was always down and I was frozen, despite wearing winter jackets 
and scarves on my head (like Jackie Onassis later wore!). The roads were very rough and primitive as 
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there was rarely any traffic. We were pioneer tourists in those years, on our way to the Gaspé 
Peninsula.  
 
When we arrived we were looked upon with curiosity and suspicion as we drove up the road in one 
small village in a car without a top! A crowd of kids of different ages came running over to examine the 
car and us. Fishermen and women in fish-bloodied aprons holding long, sharp knives stopped work 
and came to have a look.  
 
But it took one of the more courageous girls to ask us, in French: "Why is there no top on this car? 
Don’t you get wet when it rains?” Raymond understood her French and said: "There is a top to the car, 
but we fold it back because we like the fresh air when we are driving." "But it always rains here," she 
said, laughing. With that Raymond said "Watch this," and pressed a button to get the top part of the 
car to pop up from the back slit and cover the seats and us. The crowd was shocked and amused.  
 
We parked the car and wandered around the area. Raymond’s candid and spontaneous shooting 
process was simple. When he saw something, someone that moved or inspired him, he took a picture. 
As his photography mentor Lisette Model always said, ‘Don't talk, do.’  
 
The rawness of this hard-working community ignited Raymond’s creativity. He photographed the 
fishermen working at the water's edge, dealing with the catch-of-the-day, and the women doing their 
job of slitting open and cleaning out the bones, preparing the lot to be sold locally that day. 
 
Raymond photographed the men as they went out in rowboats, even in treacherous weather, and 
fished all day, if necessary to meet the quota of fish to support their families. In between helping their 
parents with the work, like children everywhere, they were laughing, playing, and carrying on.  
 
Raymond was shooting everything, including the magnificent seascapes; mountains lined with strips of 
fog, tones of black, grey, and white, an ideal subject matter for a photographer sensitive to the 
environment he found himself in. There we were, in this poverty area where some children had no 
shoes, on an island off the St Lawrence River, directly across from nature's most magnificent 
landscape. We recognized the irony. I don't think the residents thought about the beautiful landscape 
or anything except their survival. 
 
Raymond was in his element and produced one his strongest bodies of work on the trip. This was also 
one of our best travels together. 
 
The balance of the story is pretty funny. After driving hundreds of miles on unpaved Canadian roads 
south towards New York City in this old, rickety convertible, we arrived on Third Avenue and 74th 
Street, where I lived at the time. I have no idea how long it took us. As I got out of the passenger's 
front seat and slammed the door shut, we heard a frightening crash. I screamed and Raymond started 
looking under the car. “Guess what,” he sarcastically asked. “The engine just fell out!” We survived the 
trip but the car did not. Sadly, it was the end of the 1947 vintage Packard Convertible. 
 
To revisit Gaspé Peninsula after so many years, with our two daughters, for the occasion of 
celebrating Raymond’s awesome work debuting at the Musée de la Gaspésie is a dream come true. 
Raymond’s photographs from this area are amongst his strongest bodies of work; many of these 
images will be seen for the first time ever. I’m proud, honored, and thrilled, and I know that Raymond 
is smiling too. 
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 Raymond Jacobs 
 Photograph © Raymond Jacobs  
 Photography LLC, 2019. All right reserved. 

 

Raymond Jacobs (1923-1993) 
Biography 

 

 

Raymond Jacobs is considered one of the mid 20th century’s most seminal photographers. His 
photographs have been exhibited internationally and are included in the permanent collection of the 
Museum of Modern Art, New York. 
 
At the age of twelve, Jacobs began working as a mink-cutter at his father's fur business in Manhattan’s 
Garment District. He attended DeWitt Clinton High School in the Bronx, where he photographed the 
1939 World’s Fair held in Queens, New York for the student newspaper with a Brownie box camera.  

After graduating, Jacobs enlisted in the U.S. Army and served in the Signal Corps in Europe during 
World War II. 

 
In 1947, Jacobs began studying painting and drawing at the 
Art Students League in New York. He applied to Lisette 
Model’s photography class at The New School in 1950. When 
Model reviewed his black-and-white portfolio, she asked his 
profession. He replied, “I am a furrier.” Model said, “You are 
not. You are a photographer. You must become a 
photographer." 
 
This began Jacobs’ remarkable career as a fine art and 
commercial photographer. Over the next few decades, Jacobs 
created numerous significant bodies of work, including 
photographing jazz musicians in New York City, circus 
performers, female impersonators, migrant workers in North 
Carolina, and portraits in Cuba following the Cuban 
Revolution. Jacobs is perhaps most known for his 1950s and 
1960s New York City street scenes. He also photographed 
celebrated personalities including Salvador Dali, Robert F. 
Kennedy, Louis Armstrong, Gloria Swanson, Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr., Eartha Kitt, Sammy Davis, Jr., Billie Holiday, 
and others. 
 

Jacobs’ photographs were consistently published through the 1960s, including in Fortune, Esquire, 
Harper’s Bazaar, McCall’s, Redbook, Ladies Home Journal, and the visionary erotic publication, Eros. 
His work also frequently appeared in Photography Annual and Popular Photography. Through his 
work with advertising agencies, Jacobs photographed campaigns for Campbell’s Soup, Tareyton 
Cigarettes, IBM, Pan Am, Johnson & Johnson, and many others. He ultimately received more than 
50 Art Directors' awards for his advertising work. 

 
Jacobs’ first one-man photography exhibition was held in 1955 at Roy DeCarava’s A Photographer’s 
Gallery in New York City. Numerous solo and group exhibitions followed, including the ground-
breaking Edward Steichen- curated exhibitions “The Family of Man” (1955) and “70 Photographers 
Look at New York” (1957) at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, and at the Limelight Gallery 
(1961, New York), Walker Art Center (1963, Minneapolis), Washington Irving Gallery (1978, New 
York), Oliver Wolcott Library (1990, Litchfield, CT), National Arts Club (1990, New York), Hotchkiss 
School Tremaine Art Gallery (2006, Lakeville, CT),  in "Lisette Model and Her Successors" (2007, 
Aperture Gallery, New York), the Litchfield Historical Society (2016, Litchfield, Connecticut), and in 
“Women on View: Aesthetics of Desire in Advertising (2018, Galerie36, Berlin).    
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After studying with Model, Jacobs joined a course taught by Sid Grossman in 1953. In 1960, he 
studied the carbon color print process with Sy Kattelson and installed color lab equipment into his 
darkroom.  
 
In the 1960s, Jacobs branched out into filmmaking.  He co-wrote and produced Aroused (1966), 
directed by Anton Holden. The Museum of Modern Art purchased the film for its Permanent Film 
Archives. Jacobs directed, co-wrote, and produced his second film, The Minx (1969), which starred 
Jan Sterling and featured an original soundtrack by The Cyrkle. 
 
In 1953 Jacobs met Eleanor Cohen. They were married in 1955 and subsequently had two daughters, 
Susan in 1959 and Laura in 1962.  
 
While traveling through Europe in 1969, the Jacobs discovered the Anne Kalsø designed “Minus-Heel” 
shoe in Copenhagen, Denmark and purchased the distribution rights. In 1970, Raymond and Eleanor 
started the Earth Shoe company in the United States, officially opening on April 22, 1970, the first 
Earth Day. Quickly, Earth Shoes became a popular countercultural symbol, an iconic fashion of the 
anti-war, back-to-nature “Flower Children." The Metropolitan Museum of Art acquired a pair of Earth 
Shoes for the museum's permanent fashion collection. The Earth Shoe company expanded to 
123 shops across the United States, Canada, and Europe, before the Jacobs dissolved the company 

in 1977. 
 
Jacobs returned to photography after closing the Earth Shoe company. He relocated to Litchfield, 
Connecticut, where he taught photography at the Forman School. In anticipation of mounting a major 
retrospective exhibition of his work, Jacobs began to organize his photographic archive, but fell ill in 
1992 before it was completed. He died in Connecticut on March 17th, 1993. 
 
Following his death, Eleanor Jacobs established The Estate of Raymond Jacobs, which continues to 
exhibit and publish Raymond’s photographs. In 2006, Pointed Leaf Press published My New York, a 
monograph of Jacobs' New York City street photographs. 
 

Click here to consult the Raymond Jacobs website 
 
SELECTED EXHIBITIONS (** denotes solo exhibition) 

 1955: MUSEUM OF MODERN ART (New York) – "The Family of Man",  

 1955: **A PHOTOGRAPHER’S GALERY (New York) 

 1957: MUSEUM OF MODERN ART  (New York) – "Seventy Photographers Look at New York"  

 1961: **LIMELIGHT GALLERY (New York)  

 1963: **WALKER ART CENTER (Minneapolis, MN) – “Raymond Jacobs Photographs: 1953-1963” 

 1978: **WASHINGTON IRVING GALLERY (New York) 

 1990: **OLIVER WOLCOTT LIBRARY (Litchfield, CT) 

 1990: **NATIONAL ARTS CLUB (New York) 

 1990: **WASHINGTON ART ASSOCIATION (Washington, CT) 

 2000: NEW ARTS GALLERY (Bantam, CT) – "The Focused Eye" 

 2006: **THE TRERMINI GALLERY AT THE HOTCHKISS SCHOOL (Lakeville, CT) - "Raymond 

Jacobs Rediscovered". Retrospective exhibition curated by Eleanor Jacobs and Robert Haiko 

 2007-2009: APERTURE GALLERY – "Lisette Model and Her Successors." 

o Exhibition traveled to Presentation House (North Vancouver, BC Canada), Museo di Roma in 

Trastevere (Rome, Italy), Galleria Carla Sozzani (Milan, Italy), and Mount Holyoke College Art 

Museum (South Hadley, MA)  

 2016: **LITCHFIELD HISTORIC SOCIETY (Litchfield, CT) – Retrospective exhibition  

 2016: **LITCHFIELD HISTORIC SOCIETY (Litchfield, CT) –  “Jazz”  

 2018: GALERIE36 (Berlin) - "Women On View" 

https://www.raymondjacobsphotography.com/
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COLLECTIONS 

 MUSEUM OF MODERN ART – New York  

 WALKER ART CENTER– Minneapolis, MN 

 P.T. BARNUM MUSEUM – Bridgeport, CT 

 Raymond Jacobs' photographs are also held in numerous Private Collections 

 

PUBLISHED WORK - A SELECTION 

 1954: Picture Post – "America Discovers Jazz" 

 1954: Photography Annual 

 1954: Harper’s Bazaar – "The Fight Against Silence, Jazz"   

 1955: Photography Magazine 

 1955: Esquire – "Louis Armstrong – Satchmo" 

 1955: "The Family Of Man" – Museum Of Modern Art 

 1955: Parade – "Life with 13 Sons"   

 1955: Leica Photography – "Be Your Own Weatherman," article written and photographed by 

Raymond Jacobs  

 1956: Candid Photography – "Migratory Workers," article written and photographed by Raymond 

Jacobs  

 1956: Candid Photography – "Ballet of Chickens" 

 1956: Candid Photography – "Young Boy"  

 1956: See – "PONY GIRL"   

 1956: See – "RUNAWAY HUSBANDS, A National Epidemic"  

 1956: Art Photography – "Ballet on Eighth Avenue," article written and photographed by Raymond 

Jacobs 

 1958: Art Direction –  "For the Pose That's Convincing," cover story written and photographed by 

Raymond Jacobs 

 1962: Popular Photography – Circus Flag (Cover) 

 1962: Show – Circus  

 1962: Show – A photographic essay by Raymond Jacobs 

 1962: Eros – The Jewel Box Review  

 1962: U.S. Camera  

 1963:Photography Annual – “Style in Photography” 

 1964: McCall’s – "Eight Days Makes a Miracle"  

 1964: Camera 35 – "Boy with Elephant"  

 1964: Applied Photography – "Two By Two"  

 1964: Applied Photography – "Judgment by the People"    

 1964: Redbook – “What Makes a Good Father” 

 1966: Venture – "Costa Esmeralda and the Man Who Had It Made"  

 2006: “My New York”. Monograph published by Pointed Leaf Press 
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Man and children in L’Anse-à-Valleau, 1954. 

Photograph © Raymond Jacobs 
Photography LLC, 2019. All right reserved. 

 

Raymond Jacobs  
On photography 

 

 

 
“I love color, but I’d choose black-and-white if I had to. It’s another step removed from reality.”  
- Raymond Jacobs, News-Times, (February 9, 1990) 
 
“My pictures are un-cropped, taken with 
available lighting and not posed, and they’re 
all big -- I’m not a precious person. When I 
photograph someone, I’m really saying, ‘I’d 
like to be your friend,’ and they seldom 
resent it. If they do, I don’t take the picture.” 
- Raymond Jacobs, News-Times, (February 
9, 1990) 
 
“We use three instruments to make a 
photograph. The camera, the eye, and the 
brain. The camera is the tool that records 
what the brain orders it to point at. It has no 
feelings, no opinion of itsown. The eye, too, 
is strictly a tool, searching at the command 
of the brain.” 
- Raymond Jacobs, 1989 
 
“The making of the photograph is now more than a conscious act; it is also a subconscious act. The 
conscious mind can make a competent picture… the subconscious adds the magic ‘instant’ when the 
brain instructs the finger to push the button…”  
- Raymond Jacobs, 1989 
 
"The human face fascinates me. It is a mirror of fleeting reflections. I say mirror because although it is 
the subject whose face is being photographed, the instant of exposure is decided by the photographer. 
And it is this instant that reveals part of the photographer. To a degree, this selection of the expression 
makes it the photographer's expression too.”  
- Raymond Jacobs 
 
“To capture these fleeting expressions, I like to work with a minimum of equipment. The 35mm and 
available light meets the requirements.”  
- Raymond Jacobs, 1960 
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